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PRESEWE ON THE STAGE

ATKOSPHERB

OUR LEBTHDD

MAKE—UP

Meeting with'the Group after the cloning of The Poeeoeeed:

About today'e perforation - you have been free to

act for some time lately. However. there are good aides and

bad aides 4 yeeare acting more and more surely and oddly.

‘ and the audience feels a certain form there. a certain presence.

BM: there are none danger pointe. ubcut Which I meet warn you.

PRESENCE ON THE STAGEI

The first mistake in that you lower the perfemanco

so much that 11: 1;: almost a cntaefirophe. We mm: 130 proud of

our ex'nreeelvenecn - to be without it on the stage has nothing

to do with art or vim our theatre. I will never give in to

”this criticism. You meet Accept this activity and presence

of the whole human being on the stage. which the modern the-

atre cannot accept becaueo they have become need to this innet- -

ivity. 0n the stage we con activity which in will lever than

what we see on the etreete. m 'I cannot do thin for you.

I-can only make a “revelutim‘ with you — to chew the full

capacity of the human being no that everything they scold ue

for makes no proud.

Today you have lowered the performance to the usual

standard and that is not our am? I must always remind you

to be Erenent on the stage — attack the audience. Rembrandt
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attacks his audienfie with his art. Today was dangerous for

our theatre because you Were not present on the stage; It

was very concrete acting. but we did not feel where the human

being vmsbehlnd the figures. The most precious fixing‘on

earth, the human being. we not there.

ATMOSPHERE!

You sum; practice using atmospheree - almost nee"

scene had anatmosphero today. This in again something Inhlch

spellu you. Why havevwe been twining all those ubilitlce?

For years and years we have worked. and the atmosphere is not

there! I give you the opportunity to strengthen your desire

to not better. and not worse. I rely upon your healedge and

training. I rely upon your hum-m and professional abilities

to increase the good sides. ' Hume nature is lazy. but we are

fighters. and we cannot allow ourselves to relax. We have to

overcome as much destructive crfxttieien, and no can only do it

if we are firm enough to fight for everything in the iaethod.

OUR METHOD: .

We have to go on - consider yourselves se fighters

with your ability to spread the atmosphere. to be present on

the stage. to grasp the whole scene and the play with the

feeling of the whole. Everything in all righe. but there is

nothing going on when there are only speeches and cues and

pauses - it does not make B. scene Because the actors don't
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have the feeling of the wholo. If you don't feel the points

of the Method. you will only limp and fall down and become

Juut the usual typo of uctoru. Everybody can act on the

stage. but to act as you have. not everyone can do. and that

I am proud of. Plenum keep our weapons very strong. Our

:5er can do summing different. We will be‘soolded and

beaten, but we will be victorious, if you will believe in

our small "revolution.“

RAKE-UPI

Eu curdful with your make-up - they hAVD become

schematic - ouch evening yuu must create the character anew -

you must sit every night before the mirror and create the

make-up. To create a theatre without principles that ls no

easy. but it in not our way.

GGDQDOD

Buntricou

We can answer some of the questions about our future,

which We all have in our minds. Let us review what We have

achieved an that we can get from it the results. when we

started The Ponnouuad. we flavor really expected it to be a box

office success; From the beginning we took for granted that

it would be a failure - only in the last tun weéha we began

to think it would be a success. But because We felt that it
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won the bent example in which our group could be ahevm and

becauno of itsthema. we decided to show it. We counted on it

being a foilure. but we felt it won worth the trying.

I think we achfievcd our aim. Our audience and our

orifice have not celled no a dull group - we have done what

we said we would. we have otouoed their hatred or their

laughter. {Wax-yone in talking about it. So the ground in

wollfierzod for our noxt production. We. have made a first

stop. 'Each critic hue Judged us from his own point of View,

but none has been lukewarm. We are on the tap. we have a. few

followers. end 31.25;}: people who will be intoreoted toaoo

whet we will do nhfit. ‘ We have achieved more unity within the
 

group. New we are going back to Ridgcfiold with u ptefouoio‘nal

feeling and attitude and o. etrength among ouroolvoo.- We have

had the ekperionco of playing before Broadway audiences. and

we will come back.

How we should come back? We wanted to have two

facca to show the audience so that we would not receive a

one-sided criticism. But now our funds have disappear-win

the production of r."he Possessed. We have got to fight from

two points of View - we have got to do something which we can

get haekero for. We have started to organize such a campaign.

The immediate steps era: a week's holiday for

everyone. then teach to Ridgofielcg to immediately commence

rehearsals of Pickwick. If we can get backers for it. we
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will do it. if not. no can't. While we are rehearsing 2353:

3555. wo_w111 be looking around for two other plays. and we

will take uuggoutionc from anyofiu regarding such plays. W0

have got to got Pickwick randy Quickly. We hope to prepare

two plays at loaot no that no can ffifurn to Broadway with two

playo. and we can tour with thou.

H. Chekhov:

Touring is always our aim. but it again dopendo on

finances.

Bnutgico:

We have had the pleasure of living alone. and it may

be hard for none of us at Ridgofiold. but we nuot go back and

prepare to work hard now that no are a professional company.


